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Essence of the project 

The lake is in the heart of the country, only 30 minutes from downtown Bu-
dapest. It can be easily accessed and not just by car but also by rail, by bus 
and by air due to the neighboring airport.

The major value increasing factor of the property is its excellent 
accessibility as it can be reached almost directly by any means of transport. 
The radial structure of the motorway and railway network, starting from 
Budapest, is advantageous for accessing the area by car and by public 
transport. The closeness of the Danube allows access by boat, and the 
closeness of the Liszt Ferenc International and the Kiskunlacháza airports 
allows access by air.

The quarry lake is in the outer belt area of Kiskunlacháza. Kiskunlacháza 
is regarded as the biggest settlement of the area and is mainly known of 
its natural and tourism values. A vast high quality holiday resort area was 
developed by the Danube arm. The Kiskunság National Park (Apajpuszta) 
begins at the outer belt area (Bankháza). Kiskunlacháza can become the 
starting point of automobile and bicycle tours and the basis of various 
cultural programs and water sports as well as wellness programs. The 
shops with a wide selection of goods and high standard restaurants meet 
the requirements of any customer demands.

The quarry lake is located directly at the road that connects Bugyi with 
Kiskunlacháza. The total area of the property is 82 hectares and 5549 
m2. The power grid is already installed in the property. 93 percent of the 
property is water surface, and the other 7 percent is lakeshore and area 
intended for construction.

There are natural resources in the vicinity of the quarry lake including the 
Kiskunság National Park, the Ócsa Landscape Protection Area and the Rác-
keve Danube arm. The unsurpassed flora and fauna of these areas make 
the surroundings an outstanding excursion and hiking place. 
There are several quarry lakes in the surroundings of the property. 

Exploitation is still carried out in some of them while other lakes are 
used as fish ponds for pleasure and areas for water sports. The quarry 
lake in the offer is bordered by an operating quarry lake to the north, 
the road connecting Kiskunlacháza and Bugyi to the south, a fish pond 
to the east and a main road and plough-land to the west.

 
The advantages offered by the  
quarry lake

•	 The capital’s proximity and rural tranquility.

•	 Excellent infrastructure.

•	 Numerous development opportunities.

•	 Approx. 76 hectares of water surface.

 
Price of the project 

The project can be purchased by domestic private persons and legal 
entities and also by foreign private persons and legal entities.

The purchase price of the project is 700,000 EUR + VAT.

In this prospectus we would like to offer you to purchase a quarry lake with excellent parameters, only 30 minutes from 
downtown Budapest. Due to its favorable qualities it offers several development options. One of the options is the development  
of the newest and largest water adventure (theme) park of Hungary that lays over 82 hectares. 
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Development opportunities

The development of Hungary’s most advanced 
and the region’s biggest water theme park 

 
The excellent accessibility of the property, the size of the water surface, 
the vicinity of the capital and the natural surroundings all provide great 
opportunities to develop a modern, popular water paradise. Although 
there are centers constructed for recreational activities within the 25 km 
zone of the property but these are specialized, eg. water ski, chute park, 
jet ski. 

The quarry lake included in the offer is much larger than those so 
it can be suitable to become the largest water theme park of the 
region providing lots of opportunities for recreation (“Water Paradise 
Kiskunlacháza”) where all these can be found in one location and where 
all members of the family or friends can find the appropriate option. The 
nature conservation areas of the region have tour routes for hikers thus 
making the scope of services more colorful.

   Development of a private estate

The vicinity of the capital together with the peace of the countryside? 
It’s possible! The lake included in the offer lies within 3 minutes from the 
municipal area of Kiskunlacháza and the capital can be reached within 
30 minutes.  

In addition the beautiful natural environment and the peace of the lake 
give you the pleasure of real relaxation. 
Do you love water sports? You can indulge your passion on your own 
lake at any time. Whether the estate becomes a location of big family 
events, meetings of friends, or a home free from the noise of the city, 
providing still relaxation, it can always make you feel proud.

Development of a fish pond

As the owner you will have the opportunity to create a fisherman’s 
paradise on this lake. The outstanding accessibility and the large lake 
surface can make this place attractive not only for those living in the 
region but also for fishermen from the capital or abroad.

TISZACASH ZRt.

TISZACASH Zrt. is the market leader in the trade of agricultural land 
and related services in Hungary. In case you require, apart from 
managing the full sales process on your behalf, TISZACASH Zrt. is 
able to provide the full scale ongoing project management services for 
management fee.  

We hope that this unique opportunity would be of your interest. Should 
you have any questions or comments our investment advisors are at 
your disposal.

TISZACASH ZRT. 
H-3525 Miskolc, Széchenyi utca 7.

Phone: +36 20 346 0504 
info@tiszacash.hu
www.tiszacash.eu


